1961 honda dream

They were characterised by a pressed steel frame and alloy overhead cam , twin-cylinder
engine, and were very well equipped, with 12 volt electrics, electric starter , indicators, dual
seats and other advanced features not common to most motorcycles of the period. These bikes
started out as the Honda C70 Dream. Soichiro Honda had dubbed many of his earlier bikes
'Dream' after his dream of building complete motorcycles. The C70 was a cc pressed-frame
motorcycle, with a very similar frame to later machines, released in It was usually seen with a
single seat and rack, with clip-on pillion pad. The C75 was the cc version of the C It had a
square head-light and shock absorbers , leading link forks, pressed-steel handlebars and were
somewhat unusual in appearance. The engine was dry sumped , and had six-volt electrics. The
C71 and C76 were later developments, from or onwards. The C71 was the cc bike, while the C76
was cc. Not much had changed visually, but they were fitted with electric starters. They were
exported to Europe and the US, and other markets. A C71 was shown in the Netherlands in , and
shown at the Earls Court show in either or , while the C76 became the flagship bike for the
Honda range released into the US in There was a version specifically built for the US market
called the CA76, which came equipped with conventional tubular handlebars, although the
standard pressed-steel bar C71 and C76 were also sold in the US. In the end, only a small
handful were exported around the world. These were the first of the Honda 'Dreams' sold
outside Japan. The CE71 Dream Sport is a closely related version, and very rare. The
dry-sumped engine, in the same pressed frame, with tubular handlebars, low sports exhaust
pipes and dual seat, with an angular fuel tank similar to the CB They were exported to the US
and Europe. Just over were made and they were all recalled, with most scrapped. Another rare
version was the CB71 â€” another sports version of the dry sump bikes. It was only available in
Japan, and it only in limited numbers. It was very reminiscent of the CB92 â€” pressed frame,
flat 'ace' handlebars, fly screen, low megaphone exhaustpipes, cut down rear mudguard,
cycle-style front guard, angular fueltank with the 'wrap-over' rubber kneepad of the CB These
bikes were made until , although it seems that because of the way US bikes are dated, many are
referred to in the US as or even models. These bikes saw a completely redesigned engine: a
wet-sump design with many internal differences, essentially a new motor, with electric start and
12v system. Beyond that there were only minor differences, different indicators were fitted to
the non-US bikes to suit the countries laws. Bikes built up to had a different fuel tank shape to
later bikes, and the pressed steel bars were discontinued at about the same time all models
using conventional tubular bars but otherwise the bike stayed much the same for the rest of its
run. Also, the style was considered to be somewhat unusual to European eyes, and by the mids
quite old-fashioned. A re-development of the engine was used in the seminal CB72 and its cc
cousin, the CB77 , both of which were ground-breaking sports motorcycles of their day. In
addition, the engine was studied, and developed and enlarged by the Laverda factory as the
basis of their cc and cc twin cylinder engines. These days, these Honda models are considered
collectibles, and have a strong following in the Vintage Japanese Motorcycle Club. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article has multiple issues. Please help improve it or
discuss these issues on the talk page. Learn how and when to remove these template
messages. This article possibly contains original research. Please improve it by verifying the
claims made and adding inline citations. Statements consisting only of original research should
be removed. September Learn how and when to remove this template message. This article
needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. American Motorcyclist
Association. Archived from the original on 11 January Retrieved 8 October The main difference
between the Dreams was in the exhaust system. Honda Motor Company. American Honda Motor
Co. Honda Motor Co. Oberg Honda Malaysia Racing Team. Categories : Honda motorcycles
Standard motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in the s Motorcycles powered by straight-twin
engines. Hidden categories: Articles that may contain original research from September All
articles that may contain original research Articles needing additional references from
September All articles needing additional references Articles with multiple maintenance issues.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. It was one of three
motorcycles first introduced by Japanese automaker Honda in The cycle is well known for its
signature stamped steel forks and smooth engine. Although it is a light motorcycle, the
powerful engine allows it to easily reach speeds of nearly mph. The Honda Dream was produced
for approximately 10 years. With growth in consumer interest in larger and more powerful
motorcycles, Honda decided to replace this model with one with a larger engine. Motorcycle
enthusiasts still buy and trade the Dream and enjoy customizing their models with accessories
such as saddlebags and windscreens. The overall dimensions of the cycle are length by width
by height It has a inch wheelbase and ground clearance of 5. The weight of the cycle is The

Honda Dream has a cc, four-cycle, twin-cylinder engine. The engine is air-cooled. The piston
displacement is cc and the bore is 2. The cycle has a liter fuel tank capacity. The compression
ratio is 95 to 1. DH8 spark plugs are used in the Dream's engine. The maximum speed is mph
and the crankcase capacity is 1. At a speed of 31 miles per hour, the stopping distance for the
motorcycle is The transmission is a manual forward four-speed constant mesh with a multiplate
clutch. The cycle has an electric starter and a kick pedal. The cycle is equipped with front and
rear drum brakes. The colors of the original to Dream model were black, white, blue and scarlet
red. It was styled with low-rise handlebars. The headlight is square with an integrated
speedometer. The muffler on the Honda Dream is made of polished stamped steel. The tire
pump sits below the seat of the cycle. The lubrication system is a wet sump with a gear-driven
pump. Michael Gunderson has been writing professionally since He is an independent film
writer and director with several projects in the works. He has written for the comedy troupe
"The Brothel" and produced his own television pilot, "Dingleberry. Transmission and Starter
The transmission is a manual forward four-speed constant mesh with a multiplate clutch. Other
Features The colors of the original to Dream model were black, white, blue and scarlet red. Make
Honda. Model CA. Very clean bike. Has been repainted professionally. Original handlebars will
be included. It starts easily but throttle sticks so will need to be checked. No title but bill of sale.
After many, many years bike was sold to 2nd owner in San Antonio Texas, who never registered
or transferred title into his name and the bike was stored for many years until selling to the
Texas owner I purchased it from years ago. This 2nd titled owner, did some work getting the
very original bike running. When I purchased it a file of documentation was included as shown
in one of the photos below. This documentation is included with the sale. Bike is titled in my
name and registered and insured This is an original bike in wonderful condition. Original paint,
original chrome, and all in beautiful conditionâ€¦and it's 50 years old!! No excuses here. Red
bags were on the bike from the original owner and while not Honda, they can be easily removed
if you wish to do so. Bike ran nice and quiet when I rode it. Mufflers are solid, tires are new, and
what you see in photos here is what you get. Just miles. I watched it turn to miles on my last
ride a couple years ago and parked it for storage, draining the fuel. Bike is located in Grand
Rapids Mi. Keyboard Motorcycle Shippers, federal Company or post on uship where people bid
lower and lower to bring it to you. I can offer enclosed delivery to you within miles of Grand
Rapids Mi. You are welcome to come and pickup the bike in Grand Rapids, Mi. Paperwork will
be sent after receipt of good funds. This Dream began as a basket case from Virginia. Now it
gets lots of attention where ever it goes. It was fully restored mechanically and cosmetically by
me to ride in the Moto Giro, where it finished second in the cc Class. Total rebuild of all seals,
gaskets, pistons, new valves, chains, and ignition components. White paint is three part enamel.
Engine serial number: AE OEM 6 volt system with working electric starter. Full restoration of the
fuel tank for reliability. Brazed brass fittings with Motion Pro petcocks on each side of tank.
Original tank was solid. Sealed inside correctly with POR Exterior clear coated to protect
against fuel spills. Thick, plastic tank badges. New tires with premium Honda tubes. Top speed
60mph. Happiest at mph. Odometer is in kilometers. The silencers were custom made for this
bike. The current battery is a 6V gel for reduced weight. The bike starts so easily that the
electric starter is a moot point. Current New York State inspection and registration. Clear,
transferable registration title. If you have no knowledge of motorcycles and no motorcycle
license, please do not bid. If your goal is to commute to work everyday on the interstate, please
do not bid! And unfortunately because of recent experience, please be sure you are physically
capable of operating a motorcycle, before you bid. Lastly, please do not contact me to ask what
I think your Dream is worth or for any other free expertise. Winning bidder will NOT be
disappointed! Winning bidder must make shipping arrangements, however I will assist in
getting the bike to a pick location near NYS Thruway Exit 21B. Deposit required within 24 hours
of closing. If you have a feedback score under 30, please contact me before bidding. Please call
Terry at or evenings at for more information. Was running when I stored it, engine is free and
has compression. Includes spare rectifier. Model Dream. Black all original from California
original black plate bike. Nice original and they are only original once. Kept in shed for past 35
years, has not been started in 35 years. Engine turns over, original miles. Would need to be
restored. Clear title. As is. Mount Airy, Maryland. Not currently running. I used to own a Honda
motorcycle dealership, and this was one of 5 vintage bikes displayed there, for over 10 years.
Battery was just replaced; everything works including lights and electric starter. Engine purrs
and makes good power. No leaks. Tires are perfect. The last time I remember riding it, it would
stay with a modern cc or It is easy to store, and fires up fast. Cycle Trader does not offer CA95
as an option. New battery, rebuilt petcock. Has a hole in the right muffler but runs and can be
ridden. This is a perfect candidate for your winter restoration project. Mufflers and every other
part list on ebay every few weeks for cheap. There are lots of baby dream parts unlike its bigger

brother. All tin is correct and clean. All paint is original. Box of extra stuff. Can introduce buyer
to the previous owner who had it since the 70s where it was oiled and put in a barn. Previous
owner couldent find Registration but bikes this old dont need a reg or title in CT anyways. Can
be seen by appt in Canton CT. Nice original bike I also travel a bit so if you are close might be
able to deliver Please look at pictures close and ask questions I buy-sell. Lawrenceville, GA.
Carthagena, OH. Ridgefield, WA. Waterford, MI. Ravenscroft, TN. Laguna Niguel, CA. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Dream. Category - Engine
Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted
Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model Dream. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. All dressed up in angular sheet metal, the
Honda Dream is instantly recognizable as a machine of the s. Those sartorial straight lines and
sharp creases of the Dream are also instantly polarizing â€” eliciting a love it or loathe it kind of
reaction. Regardless of how you feel about the blocky and chunky machine, for many who came
of age in the era of the Dream the model brings back happy memories. In he was a high school
senior in the town of Two Rivers on Lake Michigan, and several of his friends had motorcycles.
Many owned Dreams, and Jim remembers cadging rides aboard the cc Hondas. At the time he
had never owned a motorcycle, having instead invested in a car. Come winter, he was the
popular man with his friends. Several decades later, Jim found himself reflecting on his high
school days. From the first motorcycle Honda built, the designer believed that small
displacement multi-cylinder engines were superior to large, thumping singles. After the C70,
Honda developed the cc C71, which featured an electric starter. There were, in fact, several
different versions of the cc and cc Dreams imported that year, but none in very great numbers.
Honda updated the CA77 with a wet sump engine and also offered a cc CA Both the cc and cc
Dreams used a degree crankshaft, meaning the twin pistons rise and fall simultaneously, but
fire alternately. Fuel and air mixed in a single 22mm Keihin carburetor, and exhaust left the
robust cylinder head via dual-wall header pipes before exiting through mufflers equipped with
removable baffles. The cc twin was rated at 24 horsepower at 8,rpm. Differences between early
and late are few. Visually, the shape of the gas tank changed, but the rectangular rear shock
absorber upper covers and the square headlight nacelle, complete with speedometer, remained.
Over its production run, Dream specifications continued virtually unchanged. Honda built a
surprising number of offshoot models based on the Dream, including the CSA77 Dream Sport; a
cc Dream equipped with a high-level exhaust system to distinguish it from the Tourer. Honda
used metal stampings welded together to make the frame, which included the headstock and
the rear fender. There was no front downtube; the engine bolts in at the cylinder head top cover
and at two points directly behind the rear case, thus acting as a stressed member. A
leading-link front fork also made of pressed steel , while not known to provide razor-sharp
handling, provided effective suspension. Front and rear wheels were a stubby inches each, and
most Dreams came equipped with whitewall tires. Unlike the small C Cubs, which featured some
plastic bodywork, the Dream is all steel, even the deeply valanced front fender and side covers.
Dreams were available in white, black, blue and scarlet red. However, the CB-series engines
were modified with a degree crank, and in the case of the , made 28 horsepower. Hawks and
Super Hawks gave up the pressed steel frame, using a more traditional tubular steel chassis
and hydraulic front forks. Both were in rough shape, but the engines turned freely in both bikes.
The better of the two Dreams was covered in mud and had been ridden offroad as a trail bike
before being improperly stored. Prior to disassembling the main Dream, Jim took time to ensure
the engine would run. I shut it down right after that. Working in his cramped garage, Jim
completely disassembled the Dream and then carried the various subassemblies to the
basement. He says his wife, Ida, thought he was nuts but patiently encouraged the work.
Admitting his frugality, he was determined to use as many original pieces as possible from both
the main Dream and the donor bike. First was the engine. So Jim continued cleaning parts and
sandblasted the sheet metal before taking it to Leroy Gerber, a panel beater and painter in Oak
Creek, Wis. Using a hammer and dolly, Leroy removed every dent and even reshaped the unique
flare at the bottom of the front fender. Those fender flares are always damaged. They get
smashed up the minute someone rides over a curb. Leroy primed and painted all of the metal
gloss black. While Jim waited for Dave to accept the engine, he went through the wiring
harness. He cleaned the wires and their ends, adding heat shrink tubing in some spots as
deemed necessary, and replaced a couple of damaged connectors with those removed from the
other harness. Working with S. S cleaning pads, Jim cleaned every piece of chrome. His
cleaning went right down to the wheels: Removing two spokes at a time, Jim took the time to
clean them up, buff the rim and hub, and reinstall them, working his way around each wheel.
Without a decent set of levers and perches Jim ordered aftermarket parts from JC Whitney.
Instead, he ordered a set from JC Whitney. Jim bought a replica seat cover and slipped it over

the original springs and foam, and found a replacement chrome trim strip on eBay. Jim
delivered his main Dream engine, together with the donor unit, to Dave early in Dave took both
engines completely to pieces and found that the main Dream engine, apart from a worn
transmission shaft, was in reasonably good condition â€” the donor engine yielded up a clean
shaft. Bearings and seals were replaced in the bottom end, and the cylinders were treated to a
fresh bore and new 0. Jim brought the finished pieces out from the basement to the garage and
assembled them into a rolling chassis. When the engine came back, it slipped easily into the
frame. Jim finally poured gas in the tank and fired up the Dream in the fall of , but it was running
rough. Snow came before he could fine-tune the Dream, but early in he took the bike to The
Shop in Milwaukee, where the timing was found to be out degrees. Once corrected, the Dream
fired and purred like a sewing machine. Jim originally had a set of ill-fitting mufflers he bought
on eBay, but he bought another CA77 project with a set of original mufflers. He had these
cleaned and chromed, and installed the proper baffles. Reading the stories from Honda Dream
owners and fans brings back old memories from my time in Japan, It had a knock in the engine
that motorcycle shops said was the crankshaft. I did not believe it since I had fooled with old
motorcycles as a kid and experience told me it would have blown up if the crank were bad.
Afterwards, that bike ran like a brand new. I drove it for 6, miles, trying to destroy it before I
decided to see what it was made of. Completely disassembled it and replaced every part that did
not look good. After that, I never found a that could outrun my ole And it got 90 MPG of lousy
gas. I could go on for a small book with tales about this cycle and other adventures in Japan but
suffice it to say, Have never seen a machine of any kind as tough and reliable as the Honda
Dream Merry Christmas. I'm trying to track down information on the Honda Dream motorcycles.
It's surprisingly hit or miss on the internet and it did bring me to a comment you made several
years ago. My Dad had a Black Dream but I'm unsure the year. His friend was in the Navy and
brought it from Japan for some reason. I recently found a picture of him sitting on it and the
date is I know he had the bike before he was married in , but I don't know how long before They
were engaged for about 3 years. In my searching, I can't tell what size the bike's motor is. Some
pictures seem to be and still some ; yet there seems to be smaller engines too? I'm really
surprised there isn't more information out there readily available. From what I can tell, it does
seem to be a Japanese model vs. I want to find a bike like this an buy it, but I'll bet a Japanese
version is gonna be tough and money is an object. I thought I'd take a stab at it. Back in those
days, a bike was usually titled the year it was sold, so there are s titled in '68 and '69 out there. I
just picked up a Dream It is running and in pretty good shape for being 49years old. I am
looking to get a copy of the manual. Hi, I found a cc "little dream"in an old barn. The only thing I
had to do was clean and re-line the inside of the tank! That bike like the but just smaller. I drove
great and the ride was like a dyna-glide. I sold it but wish I hadn't now because I have 3 bikes
since then and none ever rode as smooth as that one! I own a Honda Dream cc bought new.
Through the years things have worn out and due to some back surgeries it's been parked for
several years. I need throttle, brake, and speedometer cables and the electric starter assembly.
Also need a carburetor. Can anyone tell me where I could find these parts? I'm 73 and still able
to ride and I love it so much and would like to get my bike fixed. Thanks for any help and please
contact me by e-mail: uv4c yahoo. Now 50 years later I purchased one and restored it and every
time I ride it I am 18 again. It will be with me for a long time. Are they ever going to make a new
speedometer for a Honda Dream CA77? What's going on with that anyway? I got a new one for
my CA What's going on with that? Thank's, this would make life so much easy'er. Here's a
question for all you Dream owners: the article mentioned that Dreams are all-steel. However, the
rear shock upper covers on my black Dream are plastic. Is this unusual, or do all Dream s have
plastic shock covers? I own a Dream, and I enjoyed the story. Regarding the levers and
perches, your non-standard replacements likely provide better performance than the factory
items. The original levers have a curious bend to them that limits the available travel. The
factory levers are great for small hands, but every time I ride my Dream I feel like I could use
just a little more range in lever action. I'm mystified by the "out degrees" timing statement. Do
not both spark plugs fire simultaneously? I would like to know the name of the chrome shop
that replayed Jim's mufflers. Any shop I talk to says they can't rechrome used muffs. I am one
of those that dislike the looks of the dream, but I like the Scrambler. I never owned a but I
remember how popular they were when I was in High School. I started motorcycling after a tour
in Vietnam with a CB Honda and even worked in a Honda dealership for awhile. I share your love
for this unique bike. I found mine in Coon Rapids Minnesota about 12 years ago. It didn't need
much work. I brought it home, put gas in the empty tank, hooked up a battery hit the electric
starter and it started immediately. I rode it down the road with a big grin on my face. When I got
over here to Japan I noticed that all of these old Dreams have been junked. They were once the
most common bike on the road but now they don't exist. I brought mine over and have been

amazed at the attention it gets. Over the years I have done the garage resto like you and feel real
good about the fact that I did it all. I like the way your seat turned out. Mine doesn't have that
little flip up at the back. I found the rectangular mirrors here with the 8mm threads so they fit the
lever brackets. We could talk about a lot of things. Please contact me at paul. I'll show you
pictures of us in Japan. Motorcycle Classics is America's premier magazine for collectors and
enthusiasts, dreamers and restorers, newcomers and life
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Honda Dream CA77 All dressed up in angular sheet metal, the cc Honda Dream is instantly
recognizable as a machine of the s. A Honda CA77 Dream. Jeff Barger. The Dream, along with
other Hondas of this era, uses a two-piece enclosed metal chain guard. Photo By Jeff Barger.
Front view of a Honda CA77 Dream. Jim aimed to use as many original pieces as possible. Rear
view of a Honda CA77 Dream. The unique fender flare and the bottom of the front fender is often
damaged on these bikes. This one was reshaped and repainted. The overhead cam cc twin
produces 23 horsepower at 7,rpm. Continue Reading. Share your thoughts. More Comments.
Joyce Balmer. Steve Seiwald. Related Content. How To Repair Your Motorcycle. Add to cart.
Ariel Red Hunter Print. Chief Print. The MV Agusta Museum. Red Eliason. All in the Family:
Yamaha XS The sound and the fury: celebrate the machines that changed the world! Join
Today!

